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Infrastructure & Environment 
Business Division

Building a

Foundation for the Future
Business Overview and Vision

 The value the Infrastructure & Environment Business offers 

is centered on creating the foundations that contribute to 

development worldwide, starting with addressing the global 

increase in energy demand and improving social infrastructure 

and promoting efficient plant business. In the field of 

renewable energy, we have developed a number of solar 

power projects in Japan and are now expanding the field to 

solar power, wind power and geothermal power generation 

in Japan, the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Asia and 

other regions. We are undertaking several independent 

power producer (IPP) projects through cooperation with 

excellent partners. In transportation infrastructure, we are 

targeting participation in railway projects in the Americas 

and Asia-Pacific, in addition to dedicated freight corridor 

projects in India. In social infrastructure, we focus on 

public-private partnerships (private finance initiatives) in 

areas such as hospitals, and develop, arrange financing 

and provide facility management and administrative 

services. Our plant business develops large-scale plants 

in industries such as fertilizer, oil and gas, chemicals, 

steel and electric power. In the bearing business, we have 

invested in bearing products and component manufacturers 

Supporting the development of local 
communities and society through the 
renewable energy, transportation, social 
infrastructure and plant businesses

Opportunities
  Strong need for renewable energy around the world

  Growing need for improved transportation and social 
infrastructure in emerging countries

  New trading and investment opportunities created by 
manufacturers’ globalization of production 

Risks
  Country risk in emerging countries

  Intensifying competition 

  Declining infrastructure demand and decreasing business 
opportunities in oil-producing countries as a result of extended 
drop in energy prices
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Review of Operations

  Steadily expanded our overseas electric power 
generation and domestic and overseas renewable 
energy (solar power generation) businesses. 

  In railway-related business, we received new orders 
for a dedicated freight corridor project in India that 
we have been participating in since 2013. We also 
entered the rolling stock maintenance, repair and 
overhaul (MRO) business in North America. 
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in China and elsewhere, and are leveraging our inventory 

functions to build a global supply chain, while in the 

industrial machinery business, we operate mounting machine 

sales companies in China, Asia and South America. 

Strengths That Drive Value Creation 

 The strengths of this division are its expertise, its 

domestic and international networks, and its ability to 

create value chains using the diverse functions unique to 

a general trading company. Based on these strengths, 

the added value that Sojitz offers is its ability not just to 

complete plant projects, but to handle details such as 

introducing and incorporating new technologies and 

operating service know-how. These strengths are based on 

the knowledge and networks we have built in large-scale 

plant development in emerging countries, mainly Russia 

and the NIS, as well as in thermal power IPP projects and 

in renewable energy IPP projects that involve business 

operation around the world. Customers appreciate that we 

not only propose projects but also have technical expertise 

and are able to provide operational support after 

completion. This division will continue to differentiate itself 

by consistently delivering such added value. 

Operating Environment and Value Creation 

Strategy

Core Business: Thermal Power and Renewable 

Energy IPP Business

 As mentioned above, energy demand is increasing 

globally, and the IPP business is at the center of that. It is a 

business that can generate stable returns over the long 

term, and we intend to rapidly build a portfolio of high-

quality assets. In the IPP business, we are focusing not 

only on new projects but also on investment in existing 

projects. In February 2016, we acquired an interest in a 

thermal power IPP project in Sri Lanka from a major U.S. 

power company. We will be fully involved in operating this 

business, and will absorb and accumulate management 

know-how in areas such as operational management and 

maintenance inspections of electric power plants, which 

will sharpen our competitive advantage. In renewable 

energy, we have several solar power plants in operation or 

under construction. We are also promoting wind power, 

geothermal power and other renewable energy projects in 

addition to solar power, both in Japan and in other countries.

Core Business: Transportation 

Infrastructure Business

 In the railway business in India, Sojitz has been 

cooperating with Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (L&T), India’s largest 

engineering and construction firm, since receiving the first 

order in 2013 for civil and track works for a dedicated freight 

corridor as part of the Indian government’s Delhi-Mumbai 

Industrial Corridor Project. In the year ended March 31, 

2016, Sojitz received new orders for the civil and track 

works and electrification works for a separate section. We 

will continue working to expand order back-log from this 

project, with additional orders expected, while executing 

the contracts in a timely manner and expanding revenue. 

We have also invested in a company that operates a 

comprehensive rolling stock maintenance, repair and 

overhaul business in North America. Using the know-how 

obtained from these businesses, we are considering further 

expansion in this sector, primarily in Asian countries other 

than India. 

Using our expertise, insight and 
networks to provide high-value-
added services 

Toshiharu Yoshimura
Senior Managing Executive Offi cer
COO,
Infrastructure & Environment Business Division

Our mission is to build the 
foundations for the development 
of countries worldwide, with a 
focus on emerging countries. 

Rapidly building a high-quality 
asset portfolio

Accumulating know-how and 
developing a railway value chain

pment 
th a 
es. 
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infrastructure facilities starting in the current fiscal year. In 

addition to transportation projects, we are focusing on 

hospital public-private partnerships (PPP) and other social 

infrastructure businesses, and have organized our 

resources to capture new business opportunities. 

 The switch from a four-division to a nine-division 

organizational structure has led to more disciplined 

management with a greater focus on the profitability of 

individual business units. The machinery units of Nichimen  

and Nissho Iwai, the forerunners of this division, were once 

key earnings drivers. We are determined to further boost our 

earnings capabilities and regain our position as one of 

Sojitz’s core businesses.

Human Resource Development

 Most of this division’s business involves collaboration 

with partners. We place importance on building trust with 

our partners in order to listen to customers and respond 

flexibly to their needs. To remain the partner of choice, 

we are focusing on development of our human resources. 

We value experience, and to supplement employees’ self-

improvement efforts, we offer programs that enable them 

to share the knowledge and experience they have gained 

with each other and their organizations. In the plant, IPP 

and social infrastructure businesses, it is sometimes 

necessary for our employees to go to places that have no 

obvious business potential to uncover needs on their own. 

By sending employees out into the field to spur their 

professional growth, we intend to nurture people who are 

capable of working anywhere in the Company.

Future Initiatives

 In the year ended March 31, 2016, we did not reach our 

performance targets, largely because a major engineering, 

procurement and construction (EPC) project was delayed. 

One issue facing this division is that our results tend to go 

up and down, so we need to work on stabilizing earnings. 

To that end, we are placing priority on creating a more 

stable earnings foundation by increasing the share of IPP, 

social and other infrastructure businesses in our portfolio 

and building up quality assets. The Transportation & Social 

Infrastructure Department was established to flexibly meet 

globally expanding demand for transportation and social 

Regaining our position as a core 
business of Sojitz by reestablishing a 
stable earnings foundation

Earning trust as the partner of choice

Sojitz: Infrastructure and Plant Orders

Sojitz: Equity Share of Total Generation Capacity in 

the IPP Business

Project Country Equity Share of Total 
Generation Capacity (MW)

Start of 
Operations

Riyadh PP11 Saudi Arabia 260 2013

Sojitz Kelanitissa Sri Lanka 147 2003

Merida-3 Mexico 121 2000

Barka 3/Sohar 2 Oman 106 2013

Phu My 3 Vietnam 49 2004

Carib Power Trinidad & Tobago 41 1999

Shajiao-C China 40 1996

Asia Power Sri Lanka 24 1998

Mixdorf* Germany 24 2011

Majes/Reparticion* Peru 22 2012

Sawada Japan 14
① 2000
② 2005

Mirai Power (Chita 
Mihama)*

Japan 13 2015

Mirai Power 
(Kamimio)* Japan 10 2016

Tianshi China 6 2002

Mirai Power (Kuma 
Nishikimachi)*

Japan 6 2014

Mirai Power (Shari 
Koshimizu)*

Japan 5 2014

Total 888

* Solar power generation business

Region Project 

Russia

Ammonia/methanol/urea plant

Ammonia plant

Acrylic acid plant

Gas turbine cogeneration plant

Railway freight car production facilities

Turkmenistan

Ammonia/urea plant

Sulfuric acid plant

Gasoline plant

Italy Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Ghana Seawater desalination project

Angola Cement plant

Nigeria Crude oil production facility

Saudi Arabia Ultra high-voltage substation

UAE
Rectifier and ultra high-voltage substation facilities for aluminum 
smelting plant

Bahrain Ultra high-voltage substation facilities for aluminum smelting plant

China
Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Synthetic fiber plant

South Korea Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Taiwan Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Vietnam
Large-scale thermal power generation facilities and hydro- 
electric power generation facilities

Thailand Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Malaysia Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Indonesia
Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Rail yard facilities for Jakarta Mass Rapid Transit

India

Civil and track works for the Delhi-Mumbai Western Dedicated 
Freight Corridor

Electrification works for the Delhi-Mumbai Western Dedicated 
Freight Corridor

Steel plant for a steel manufacturer

Pakistan
Ammonia/urea plant

Large-scale thermal power generation facilities

U.S.A. Rolling stock

Brazil Polyester fiber plant

Myanmar Cement plant

Combined-cycle power plant in Sri Lanka
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MRO Business in Canada

Building a Portfolio That Will Form a 
Sustainable Earnings Base

 In November 2015, Sojitz acquired a roughly 41% 
interest in Cad Railway Industries Limited (CADRI), a 
company that operates in the rolling stock maintenance, 
repair and overhaul (MRO) business in North America, 
becoming the first Japanese company to participate in 
such a business in North America. Based in Montreal, 
Canada, CADRI provides a wide range of technical 
services from maintenance and repair to modification 
and overhaul of passenger cars, locomotives and freight 
cars for customers that include major North American 
freight rail companies and government transit authorities 
in Canada. The investment in CADRI will give Sojitz 
access to these functions and expertise. 
 Railways are said to produce only one-eighth of the 
carbon dioxide that automobiles emit per unit transported 
and are able to move bulk quantities. This efficiency has 
led experts to predict growth in demand for rail-based 
infrastructure around the world. The increase in rail 
transport volume and rolling stock is also expected to 
lead to sustained expansion of maintenance demand to 
extend the life of rolling stock while ensuring and 
enhancing safety and convenience. 
 North America is a promising market for railway 
transportation, given that the region has the world’s 
longest network of railway lines and largest railway traffic 
volume, and exhibits long-term population and economic 
growth. Sojitz therefore will cooperate with CADRI to 
expand the company’s business. Going forward, we will 
leverage the Sojitz Group’s experience in the railway 
infrastructure business around the world to develop 

rolling stock maintenance businesses in Asia and other 
countries seeking to improve their railway infrastructures. 
Sojitz will work to build an asset portfolio that will form a 
stable earnings base, with an eye toward expansion into the 
railway operation business. 

Significant Subsidiaries and Associates (Equity ownership) (As of March 31, 2016)
  Sojitz Machinery Corporation (Import, export and sales of general industrial machinery/Subsidiary) (100.0%)
  Mirai Power (Kamikita Rokkasho) Corporation (Solar power generation/Subsidiary) (100.0%)
  Blue Horizon Power International Ltd. (Investment in electric power company/Subsidiary) (100.0%)
  First Technology China Ltd. (Sales and service of surface-mounting machines and semiconductor-related equipment/Subsidiary) (100.0%)

Consolidated subsidiaries: 34       Equity-method associates: 21




